Numerical simulation is one of the most important tools required for financial and operational management of geothermal reservoirs. The modern geothermal industry is challenged to run large ensembles of numerical models for uncertainty analysis, causing simulation performance to become a critical issue. Geothermal reservoir modeling requires the solution of governing equations describing the conservation of mass and energy. The robust, accurate and computationally efficient implementation of this solution suggests an implicit time-approximation scheme, which introduces nonlinearity into the system of equations to be solved. The most commonly used approach to solving the system of nonlinear equations is based on Newton's method and involves linearization with respect to nonlinear unknowns. This stage is the most complicated for implementation and usually becomes the source of various errors. A new linearization approach -operator-based linearization -was recently proposed for non-isothermal flow and transport. The governing equations, discretized in space and time, were transformed to the operator form where each term of the equation was specified as the product of two operators. The first operator comprises physical properties of rock and fluids, such as density or viscosity, which depend only on the current state of a grid block, fully defined by the values of nonlinear unknowns. The second operator includes all terms that were not included in the first operators, and depends on both the state and spatial position of a control volume. Next, the first type of operators was parametrized over the physical space of a simulation problem. The representation of highly nonlinear physics was achieved by using multi-linear interpolation, which replaces the continuous representation of parametrized operators. The linearization of the second type of operators was applied in the conventional manner. In this work, we investigated the applicability of this approach to the geothermal processes, specifically for low-enthalpy and high-enthalpy geothermal doublet models with hydrocarbon co-production. The performance and robustness of the new method were tested against the conventional approach on a geothermal reservoir of practical interest. This approach shows significant improvement of geothermal simulation performance, while errors, introduced by coarsening in physics, remain under control. The simplicity of implementation on emerging computational architectures and nonlinearity reduction provide advanced opportunities for uncertainty quantification and risk analysis of geothermal projects.
Introduction
The modern development of geothermal resources requires highperformance numerical reservoir simulations. Numerical models are used to predict and compare the performance of different reservoirdevelopment schemes, defined by, e.g., the lifetime of a geothermal doublet in the case of low-enthalpy reservoirs or the recovery of a geothermal reservoir. Complex and fine-scale models enhance prediction accuracy but demand more computational resources. Large ensembles of reservoir models are run to perform sensitivity analysis and reduce uncertainties in parameters estimation. The quality of these processes depends on the number of models in ensembles, which is limited by the computational time required for a single model. Therefore, efficient reservoir simulation performance is essential for geothermal industry: any noticeable improvement could positively affect production workflow.
Numerical geothermal reservoir simulation requires discretization of governing Partial Differential equations (PDE), which describe mass and energy transport in a reservoir. The combination of Finite Volume discretization in space and Fully Implicit Method (FIM) approximation in time provides a robust, accurate and efficient modeling approach (Aziz and Settari, 1979) . However, an implicit nature of the time approximation increases the nonlinearity of the governing equations. For those geothermal models that use both gas and liquid phases, complex multiphase behavior and the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium further amplify nonlinearity.
In reservoir simulation, Newton-Raphson's method has become a standard solution for solving the nonlinear system of equations by linearizing it. The linearization is one of the most important and challenging components of a reservoir simulation framework. This step requires the determination of the derivatives of all residual equations with respect to independent variables. The particular set of independent variables (i.e., nonlinear unknowns) is defined by a nonlinear formulation. The flexibility of linearization reflects the simplicity of changing the nonlinear formulation in an existing simulation framework. Based on the formulation, all properties and their derivatives need to be determined and assembled into the matrix of partial derivatives (Jacobian). The linearization stage defines the accuracy and robustness of nonlinear solution, dictates the data layout of a linear system and therefore has a great impact on the reservoir simulation performance.
There are three most commonly used linearization approaches. The first one, numerical derivatives, provides flexibility in the implementation (see Pruess, 2006 for example), but usually lacks robustness (Vanden and Orkwis, 1996) and may lead to a stalled behavior in some cases (O'Sullivan et al., 2014) . The second one, straightforward analytical derivations, requires fixing the nonlinear formulation and physical models used in a computational framework and that often limits its flexibility (e.g Geoquest, 2011 ). Finally, Automatic Differentiation (AD) technique provides both flexibility and robustness to the development of simulators. In reservoir simulation, an Automatic Differentiation General Purpose Research Simulator (ADGPRS) was developed for simulation of generic thermal-compositional problems (Voskov and Tchelepi, 2012; Zaydullin et al., 2014) . ADGPRS is a unified reservoir simulation framework providing an extensive set of nonlinear formulations (Voskov, 2011; Zaydullin et al., 2013) , including different formulations for a geothermal model (Wong et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2016 ) and a generic treatment of complex phase behavior (Iranshahr et al., 2010; Iranshahr et al., 2013) . Unfortunately, the AD technique by design inherits computational overhead and therefore decreases reservoir simulation performance. Thereby, there is a clear demand for robust, flexible and computationally efficient linearization approach.
A new operator-based linearization (OBL) approach was recently introduced by Voskov (2017) . It suggests a different way of linearization, making use of the discrete representation of the physics. In the governing PDE, discretized in time and space, the terms which depend only on state variables are approximated by piece-wise multilinear operators. For a given problem, the current physical state fully defines operators. Therefore, each operator can be parametrized over the multidimensional space of nonlinear unknowns for a given distribution of supporting points, resulting a set of tables. In the course of a simulation, the values of the operators, as well as partial derivatives with respect to nonlinear unknowns, are obtained from the tables using multilinear interpolation. Being as flexible as numerical derivatives, OBL is more consistent and reliable, since the operators are piecewise multilinear functions with derivatives related to the interpolation coefficients. Thus the proposed approach always provides an accurate Jacobian, avoiding stalled behavior and instabilities, which may occur due to the application of numerical derivatives (e.g. challenges in THOUGH2 simulation described by Vanden and Orkwis, 1996; Noy et al., 2012) . In addition, it reduces the level of nonlinearity of the problem to be solved, providing a significant improvement in nonlinear solver performance.
In the original approach of Voskov (2017) , OBL was described and applied to isothermal hydrocarbon systems. The version of the OBL approach with adaptive parametrization of physical operators was implemented in the ADGPRS framework and tested for petroleum applications in Khait and Voskov (2017a) . A special version of a stand-alone isothermal prototype with a limited number of components was implemented in both CPU and GPU architectures in Khait and Voskov (2017b) . Here, we farther extend the new prototype framework to thermal systems and investigate an applicability of the OBL method to simulation of geothermal processes, including low-enthalpy and highenthalpy systems with hydrocarbon co-production. First, we briefly describe the modeling approach. Next, we apply OBL to a realistic geothermal reservoir and compare the performance and solution accuracy against the conventional approach, implemented in ADGPRS. The new simulation prototype demonstrates better performance of simulations with discrete representation of physics where the resolution of interpolation tables controls an approximation error. The proposed simulation framework becomes the essential tool for uncertainty quantification and risk analysis where the performance of forward simulation is the major limiting factor.
Modeling approach
Here we describe the state-of-the-art modeling approach of a nonisothermal multiphase multicomponent flow, which was used as a reference solution, followed by the description of operator-based linearization (OBL).
Conventional modeling approach for thermal compositional problem
This section contains the description of a thermal multiphase compositional problem with n p phases and n c components. This problem can be described by n c equations of mass conservation and one energy equation: 
where: 
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This procedure, also known as a multiphase flash (Lucia et al., 2000) , obtains the phase compositions of a mixture at a given state.
is the overall composition (i.e., overall
cj cj is the fugacity of component c in phase j and
is the mass fraction of the phase. The multiphase flash solution provides the values of x cj and ν j . In the molar formulation, the unknowns are p, z c and T (or h). The physical state ω is completely defined by these variables. As soon as we obtain the solution of multiphase flash, we can determine all derivatives with respect to nonlinear unknowns using the inverse theorem (see Voskov and Tchelepi, 2012 , for details).
The conventional linearization approach for the resulting system of nonlinear equations is based on the Newton-Raphson method, which solves on each nonlinear iteration a linear system of equations in the following form:
where J is the Jacobian defined at a nonlinear iteration k. The conventional approach assumes an accurate numerical representation of properties and their derivatives with respect to nonlinear unknowns. This may demand either various interpolations (for properties such as relative permeabilities) or solution of a highly nonlinear system in combination with chain rule and inverse theorem. As a result, the nonlinear solver has to resolve all small variations in property descriptions, which are sometimes unimportant due to the numerical nature and uncertainties in property evaluation.
Operator-based linearization approach
Following the OBL approach (Voskov, 2017) , all variables in the Eqs. (3) and (4), excluding ones from phase source term, were introduced as functions of a physical state ω and/or a spatial coordinate ξ. We applied several simplifications and assumptions. First, porosity was considered as a pseudo-physical state variable. This step not only allowed to reduce the number of state-dependent operators but also provided a way to extend the compositional model to systems with precipitation and dissolution of solid phase(s). Second, the rock internal energy and thermal conduction were assumed to be spatially homogeneous. These premises were expressed as following:
Under the physical state ω we assume the unification of all state variables (i.e., nonlinear unknowns: pressure, temperature, saturations) of a given control volume. Flux-related fluid properties are defined by the physical state of upstream block ω up , determined at interface l. Next, a state-dependent operator was defined as a function of the physical state only, therefore it is independent of spatial position and represents physical properties of fluids and rock; a space-dependent operator was defined as a function of both physical state ω and spatial coordinate ξ. Then, each term in the Eqs. (3) and (4), with exception for phase source terms, was represented as a product of state-dependent and space-dependent operators. Discretized mass conservation equation reads: 
Here -ω, ω n -state variables on the current and previous timestep respectively, -u -well control variables, -p a , p b -pressures in blocks a and b connected through interface l.
Discretized energy conservation equation reads: 
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For example, in a binary system with 2 components and 2 phases, which are widely used in geothermic applications, there are only three independent variables in the case of overall molar formulation: pressure p, temperature T and one independent overall composition z. The pressure and temperature ranges are defined by initial and production/ injection conditions at wells, while the overall composition is naturally limited by the interval [0,1]. As mentioned above, porosity was added as a pseudo-physical state variable with the corresponding range [0,1]. of state-dependent operators were interpolated along with derivatives for each grid block using created tables. This provided a continuous description based on the interpolation procedure, which accuracy was controlled by the resolution of discretization in the parameter space. This representation simplifies significantly the implementation of any complex simulation framework. Instead of keeping track of each property and its derivatives with respect to nonlinear unknowns, we can construct an algebraic system of equations with abstract algebraic operators representing the complex physics. The performance of this formulation benefits from the fact that all the expensive evaluations can be done at the pre-processing stage in the limited number of supporting points and are not required in the course of simulation. In addition, the performance of the nonlinear solver is improved since the Jacobian is constructed based on a combination of piece-wise linear operators, which makes system behavior more linear.
Numerical results
In this section, we introduce numerical results of simulations based on the described approach. First, in subsection 3.1, we present a threedimensional heterogeneous model describing a realistic reservoir for low-enthalpy geothermal operations. We show a comparison between simulation using the conventional geothermal formulation in ADGPRS (Wong et al., 2015) and using the COMSOL simulation platform (COMSOL, 2015) , which was utilized for a low-enthalpy geothermal simulations in the past (Saeid et al., 2015) . COMSOL is an interactive simulation software, where one can model problems from different application fields (e.g., electrical, mechanical, chemical or fluid flow). The penalty of this generality is low computational performance of the simulation.
Further, in subsection 3.2, we display the results of a simple sensitivity analysis of the geothermal model, based on the variation of a doublet position. In subsection 3.3 we present a convergence study of the operator-based linearization for the one-component geothermal model based on different resolutions of parameterized tables using the same reservoir. Finally, similar convergence analysis is performed for a geothermal system with natural gas co-production in low-enthalpy (subsection 3.4) and high-enthalpy (subsection 3.5) regimes.
Three-dimensional realistic heterogeneous geothermal reservoir
Here, we present the results of a geothermal simulation based on the realistic geological model introduced by Willems et al. (2016) . This model is one of the realizations of sedimentological simulation for the Nieuwerkerk sedimentary formation in the West Netherlands Basin. These realizations have been generated for an investigation of performance of a doublet (a pair of injection and production wells) in lowenthalpy geothermal systems. Both wells operate under a constant water rate control q = 2400 m 3 /day. The production well consumes energy from the reservoir, producing hot water at a reservoir temperature T prod = 348 K. The injection well returns a cold water to the reservoir at T inj = 308 K, forcing a cold-front propagation to the production well. Both wells are perforated through all layers of the model. Two energy-transfer mechanisms are involved in this process: fluid flow and heat conduction. When the cold front arrives at the production well, temperature drops below a certain limit (338 K in this study) and the so-called doublet lifetime is reached.
To verify the conventional geothermal formulation in the ADGPRS framework, we compare our simulation results with the results of a COMSOL simulation described in Willems et al. (2016) . For both simulations, we used similar correlations for properties of fluid and rock described in Saeid et al. (2015) . In Fig. 2 we show the comparison between the temperatures at the production well in both cases.
It can be seen that the ADGPRS and COMSOL results are very similar until the time around 50 years when the temperature reduction is already quite significant. These differences can be explained by the differences in the spatial discretization since ADGPRS is using a conservative Finite Volume discretization while COMSOL supports a general Finite-Element discretization. Based on this fact, we believe that the temperature reduction is more realistic in ADGPRS simulation; however, further investigation is required. We use the conventional geothermal formulation by ADGPRS as a reference solution and compare it with the proposed OBL approach.
Sensitivity analysis of geothermal doublet position
The importance of sensitivity analysis can hardly be overestimated for risk management in geothermal reservoir development. Sometimes key performance indicators dramatically change with a small variation of insignificant parameters. To demonstrate this, we ran a series of geothermal simulations, using the model described above as a base case and varying just one parameter -doublet position. Both wells were simultaneously shifted in lateral direction from the base grid cell to all neighboring cells (including diagonal neighbors), so that their mutual arrangement remained unchanged. Wells were controlled by rate q = 2400 m That difference can be explained by different distributions of energy in reservoir, caused by different connectivity between injection and production wells.
Thorough sensitivity and uncertainty analyses help to mitigate reservoir development risks, but require large number of simulations. A tradeoff between number of models to run and available time/computational resources always occurs, that is why the computational performance of reservoir simulation is so important.
One-component geothermal model

Convergence of operator-based linearization
In this section, we compare the results of simulation for operatorbased linearization performed at the different resolutions of interpolation tables and the reference solution based on the conventional linearization method.
We use a simplified variant of the original test case with uniformly distributed thermal properties of rock while rock permeabilities and porosities remain heterogeneous. Both wells work at the same rate control q = 2400 m 3 /day. Each simulation was performed with a different number of points in the interpolation table which, for simplicity, was equal for all of the unknowns (p, t and φ), while values were uniformly distributed within the range between p min =160 bar and p max =250 bar for pressure, T min =308 K and T max =349 K for temperature, and between 0 and 1 for porosity. In order to estimate the error between the reference solution and the solution obtained with operator-based linearization, the following error estimation was introduced: M. Khait, D. Voskov Geothermics 74 (2018) 7-18 
Here, n is a number of blocks in the model and x i is a particular solution value at grid block i. This error was determined at the end of simulation (65 years) for both temperature and pressure variables. The results of comparison are presented in Table 1 . The number of points used for interpolation operators is shown in the first column. The second column contains the number of nonlinear iterations, which are directly proportional to the simulation time. The third and fourth columns represent the error in the temperature and pressure solution, respectively. The last column shows relative single average linearization cost (in terms of CPU time) of the new OBL-based simulator prototype with respect to the standard ADGPRS simulator. From Table 1 , the results based on any parameterization approach with resolution of 8 and higher show relatively small error, while the linearization is performed about 20 times faster in comparison with ADbased linearization. At the same time, this cost does not change significantly with an increasing resolution in OBL approach. The error in this simulation is so small because all interpolated properties, based on correlations from Saeid et al. (2015) , have substantially linear behavior with respect to the nonlinear unknowns. It seems sufficient in this model to perform the operator-based linearization using the resolution of 8 points. The comparison of the production temperatures and temperature distribution also supports this conclusion, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. Fig. 4 demonstrates a good match between reference and parameterization approach based solution with 8 points, while simulation based on the coarsest table introduces nonphysical initial growth of temperature due to a very coarse approximation of operators involved in the energy equation. In Fig. 5 , the cold front propagates over the top layer of the reservoir. The top row in Fig. 5 represents the results from the conventional linearization after 15, 30 and 45 years of simulation. The middle row shows the results obtained with OBL using a resolution of 8 points at the same times. The lower row displays absolute difference between the reference and OBL solutions. The injection-well position is marked with the blue circle; the production-well position is shown with the red one.
An analysis of linearization operators
In Fig. 6 , we present the most-nonlinear operators used in the proposed linearization approach. All of them are built based on the 64-point interpolation tables in parameter space. These operators correspond to the linearization of mass-accumulation α w and flux β w terms in the water-component mass equation and energy accumulation α e and conduction γ e in the energy equation. They are represented by isosurfaces in pressure, temperature and porosity parameter space. As expected, all of the operators behave almost linearly in parameter space that explains why the results of simulation with just 8 points are so accurate.
Two-component low-enthalpy geothermal model
Convergence of operator-based linearization
Here, we demonstrate geothermal simulation with gas co-production using the same three-dimensional reservoir. The injection well injects cold water at T w = 308 K and controlled by a water rate q w = 1200 m 3 /day. The initial reservoir composition of the gas component (methane) z 1 = 0.1, with initial pressure p = 100 bar, and initial temperature T = 348 K. The production well is controlled by the bottom-hole pressure p prod = 70 bar. Since the injection rate is now 2 Fig. 4 . Comparison of temperatures at production well based on different linearization approaches.
M. Khait, D. Voskov Geothermics 74 (2018) 7-18 times lower, we increased simulation time to 100 years. We used phase behavior and densities based on the Peng-Robinson Equation of State (Peng and Robinson, 1976) with critical parameters described in Table 2 . For the enthalpy of the mixture, we used a correlation described in Voskov et al. (2016) with parameters in Table 2 . The Lohrenz-Bray-Clark (LBC) correlations was used for the viscosities of each phase (Lohrenz et al., 1964) . We performed a set of simulations with 6 different interpolation- table resolutions and compared solutions with the reference solution based on the conventional approach. For parameterization, we used uniformly distributed points between p min =60 bar and p max =120 bar for pressure, T min =300 K and T max =360 K for temperature, z min =0 and z max =1 for composition, and finally between 0 and 1 for porosity. The results can be seen in Table 3 . Columns 1-4 are same as in Table 1 , the fifth column shows the error in composition, and the last column shows a relative cost of Operator-Based Linearization per Newton iteration in comparison with AD-based linearization.
The two-component two-phase geothermal model is more challenging for the operator-based linearization approach in comparison to the previous case. However, the error of the OBL method drops significantly with the increasing resolution of interpolation tables. Here, the cost of the Operator-based Linearization is more than 30 times lower in comparison with the AD-based linearization. This happened because in ADGPRS, an iterative solution of EoS is required in the twophase region, while in OBL, it only required for a limited number of parametrization points. For a higher OBL resolution, the linearization cost insignificantly increases.
Production temperatures for the reference solution and solutions based on linearization operators are shown in Fig. 7 . Here, the nonphysical behavior for 2-point resolution is similar to the previous case. This behavior is quickly stabilized for the cases with a higher resolution. The comparison of the thermal fronts is shown in Fig. 8 . Here, you can see the reference solution (upper row) and the solution based on the OBL with 64 points (middle row) mostly match, and the largest errors of 5°are primarily observed around the thermal front. Importantly, the maximum error does not grow along the simulation. Compared to the previous case, the flow is now more influenced by production well because of the changed pressure boundary conditions. Therefore, injected cold water primarily flows towards production well causing faster breakthrough despite lower injection rate.
The analysis of linearization operators
In Fig. 9 we plot 3D isosurfaces to describe the most nonlinear operators in the case of two-phase geothermal model. These operators correspond to the linearization of mass accumulation α 1 and flux β 1 terms for gas component in the mass equation and energy accumulation α e and flux β e in the energy equation. All of the operators are built based on the 64-point interpolation table. They are shown as functions of pressure, temperature and composition at the constant φ = 0.2. Unlike the pure geothermal case, all operators are highly nonlinear as functions of all state variables. Here, we demonstrate geothermal simulation with gas co-production for a high-enthalpy reservoir. The initial temperature, pressure and composition of the gas component (methane) was adjusted to T = 500 K, p = 100, and z 1 = 0.1, which makes the original mixture close to a critical fluid at reservoir conditions. The injection temperature stays the same T w = 308 K, and the injection well operates under a constant water rate control q = 120 m 3 /day. Only the top layer of the reservoir was modeled because of the significant reduction in simulation speed. This drop is related to more-expensive phase behavior evaluations (in the near-critical region) for the reference solution and a lower limit of simulation timestep to suppress instabilities associated with high-enthalpy systems (Wong et al., 2016) .
Similarly to the previous runs, we performed simulations with 6 resolutions of the interpolation table and compared them with the reference model. For parameterization, we used uniformly distributed points between p min =60 bar and p max =290 bar for pressure, T min =300 K and T max =510 K for temperature, z min =0 and z max = 1 for composition, and between 0 and 1 for porosity. The results can be seen in Table 4 with columns similar to Table 3 . In comparison to the low-enthalpy case, the high-enthalpy simulation requires much more newton iterations to converge. That is related to the fact that the high-enthalpy system corresponds to more nonlinear pressure-temperature dependencies. However, the operator-based linearization introduces smaller errors, still requiring 64 points to keep the errors below 1%. We believe that overall accuracy increased because the model has become 2-dimensional, therefore some factors affecting the solution, such as vertical conduction, are no longer present. Still, the error of the operator-based linearization decreases as the resolution of interpolation tables. The cost of linearization per Newton iteration behaves similarly to the low-enthalpy case.
Production temperatures for the reference solution and solutions based on the linearization operator are shown in Fig. 10 . The lowest resolution in the physical tables introduces a large error in the temperature breakthrough time, as it was expected from Table 4 . With higher resolutions, the behavior becomes closer to the reference solution, even though some non-physical oscillations can be observed at intermediate resolutions, e.g. 4-point resolution in Fig. 10 . The spatial distribution of temperature demonstrates certain discrepancy between two approaches -up to 2°, as it can be seen in Fig. 11 . As in previous cases, the maximum error does not increase along the simulation and concentrated around the thermal front.
In Fig. 12 , we plot again 3D isosurfaces to describe operators in the case of a high-enthalpy geothermal model with co-production. Here we show the same operators as in Fig. 9 . For the high-enthalpy case all operators demonstrate more nonlinear behavior. That is partially due to the closeness to superheated conditions of the gas-water mixture and partially due to the larger interval of changes in temperature covered in simulations. We hope that in the future work, the detailed analysis of parametrized operators will help to improve the nonlinear solver in geothermal simulations.
Conclusions
In this paper, we demonstrate the applicability of the operatorbased linearization approach to the simulation of thermal multi-component, multiphase flow in porous media. Both mass-and energyconservation equations were transformed to an operator form where each term was represented as the product of state-dependent and spacedependent operators. During the pre-processing stage, all state-dependent operators were discretized in the parameter space of the simulation problem and introduced as a set of interpolation tables. In the course of a simulation, these operators were updated based on multilinear interpolation, while the rest of the equation terms were computed using the conventional approach. The operator-based linearization was applied to a geothermal system with gas co-production where pressure, temperature, composition and initial porosity were used as state parameters. The addition of porosity to the state variables helps to reduce the number of state-dependent operators. A similar approach can be used to handle the changes in mass of solid phase(s) due to the chemical precipitation and dissolution.
We used a realistic reservoir model of a low-enthalpy geothermal doublet to test the approach. Simulation results showed that proposed approach can reproduce the reference solution results quite accurately with a reasonable resolution of interpolation tables. For a single-component low-enthalpy geothermal model, a relatively coarse resolution of interpolation tables was able to handle all governing nonlinearities and matched the reference solution based on full physics almost precisely. For a two-component geothermal model with natural gas coproduction, the required resolution of interpolation tables was higher. This happened due to the highly-nonlinear nature of linearization operators in case of two-phase systems. However, the simulation with a coarser resolution still can be used as fast proxy models in the inversion and uncertainty quantification process. It is important to notice that the proposed linearization approach significantly improves the performance of linearization in comparison with the AD-based linearization. The relative cost of Operator-Based Linearization does not grow significantly with the increased resolution while the number of nonlinear iteration is decreasing with coarser representation.
The extended approach described in this paper substantially simplifies the assembly of the residual and Jacobian in nonlinear solution. At the same time, the operator-based version of the original problem could be seen as a proxy model, where the accuracy of the nonlinear Fig. 10 . Comparison of temperatures at production well based on different linearization approaches in the high-enthalpy model with co-production.
M. Khait, D. Voskov Geothermics 74 (2018) 7-18 representation of the physics can be balanced with the performance of the nonlinear solver. Here we used the most-straightforward approach and defined the parameter space of the problem explicitly in a uniform fashion. For reservoir simulation, an adaptive parametrization in parameter space seems more attractive both in terms of efficiency and memory management. The combination of the adaptive parametrization and coarsening in physical space based on a simple error estimator provides an excellent opportunity for nonlinear analysis, which is a crucial requirement for high-enthalpy systems. Finally, the simplicity of the Jacobian assembly in the new approach helps to transfer the geothermal simulation code to emerging architectures and significantly improve the performance. As the result, the proposed simulation approach will open new opportunities for inverse modeling, optimization and risk analysis for practical geothermal applications. 
